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The text: 

   

  1- Cole is a snowman .He is made out of three snowballs and a carrot as 
a nose. A dog comes near him and laughs loud then says: “Look at that big 
useless ugly nose, It doesn’t even smell .” Cole is very sad and begins to 
cry. 

2-    Suddenly, Lilly comes to play in the garden .She has a wooly hat that 
she puts on Cole’s head. He is so happy to have a new hat and a friend 
who clearly cares for him. 

3-    But the dog is still laughing and Cole starts to cry again. “Why are 
you crying?”  Asks the girl. “You are so attractive with your snowballs. I 
also chose for you the biggest and the most beautiful carrot I could find .” 

    Cole realizes that his nose is beautiful and says: «Thank you, I love you 
and now I love my nose!” 

 

Source: From the Internet 
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Reading Comprehension: (6marks) 
1)  Circle true or false. (2marks) 
a- The dog laughs because he likes Cole’s nose. True False 
b- The girl goes to the garden to study True False 

2) Tick the right option. (1mark) 

                                                               -a    summer 

     The story happens during               -b     spring 

                                                               -c     winter 

3) Complete the sentence with two words from paragraph 3. (2marks) 

 Lilly thinks that Cole is very beautiful and attractive with his snowballs 
and his nose. 

4) Answer the following question. (1mark) 

   Why is Cole happy? 

   Cole is happy because he has a new hat and a friend who clearly cares 
for him. Because he realizes that, his nose is beautiful 

Language: (8marks) 
1) Fill in the blanks with three words from the box. (There are two extra 
words) . (3marks) 

House    / learning  /   throw  / summer   /  desks 
We can all help make our school wonderful. Right now, we can throw  
away our trash and tidy up our desks. In the future, our school will be 
clean with happy students learning  and playing! Let’s work together! 
Remember, small things now can make a big difference later.  
 

DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING HERE 
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2) Put the words between parentheses ( ) in the right tense or /and form. 
(3marks) 

It is summer, the season of fun and joy. Rosalinda enjoys going to the 
beach! The sun is hot, and the water is cool. After swimming, she (To 
build) builds sandcastles with her friends. They can also have an ice 
cream, and it is always delicious! Next month, she (To return)will return. 
back to school but, she (Not to forget) will not forget those memories . 

3) Complete the second paragraph with the opposite of the underlined 
words. (2marks) 

 Steven doesn’t like going to the museum because he thinks it is boring. 
He prefers playing a football match with his friends .It is more active. 

 Hanna is very keen on drawing; she finds it interesting and requires 
less effort than other hobbies.                        Amusing 

                                                                                exciting 

Writing: (6marks) 

1. Reorder the conversation. 

-Well, there is the park with the big playground, or maybe the lake near the 
library? 

-  Hi Maya! Sunny day, isn't it? It's perfect for going outside.  

- Picnic! I love picnics! Where can we go? 

- The lake sounds nice! We could sit under the trees and watch the ducks. 

-You're right! What about having a picnic? 
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What about having a picnic? 

2. Your friend is so fat write him/her an E-mail letter to give him/her 
some advice how to keep fit and healthy. (Not less than 4 advice) 

 

Eat healthy food and avoid unhealthy food. 

-Eat many vegetables and fruits. 

-Cut down on caffeine,sugar and salt. 

-Never skip breakfast. 

-Sleep early at regular times and not less than 7 hours. 

don't let yourself go hungry. 

-Exercise strengthens your heart, lungs and other muscles. 

-Avoid junk food rich in fat. 

- Avoid sugary food 
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